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Amyloid-� peptide (A�) plays an important role in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). A� is generated by proteolysis of
�-amyloid precursor protein (APP) and is cleared by enzyme-mediated degradation and phagocytosis by microglia and astrocytes. Some
cytokines, such as TGF-�1, stimulate this phagocytosis. In contrast, cellular upregulation of HSP70 expression provides cytoprotection
against A�. HSP70 activity in relation to inhibition of A� oligomerization and stimulation of A� phagocytosis has also been reported.
Although these in vitro results suggest that stimulating the expression of HSP70 could prove effective in the treatment of AD, there is a lack
of in vivo evidence supporting this notion. In this study, we address this issue, using transgenic mice expressing HSP70 and/or a mutant
form of APP (APPsw). Transgenic mice expressing APPsw showed less of an apparent cognitive deficit when they were crossed with
transgenic mice expressing HSP70. Transgenic mice expressing HSP70 also displayed lower levels of A�, A� plaque deposition, and
neuronal and synaptic loss than control mice. Immunoblotting experiments and direct measurement of �- and �-secretase activity
suggested that overexpression of HSP70 does not affect the production A�. In contrast, HSP70 overexpression did lead to upregulation of
the expression of A�-degrading enzyme and TGF-�1 both in vivo and in vitro. These results suggest that overexpression of HSP70 in mice
suppresses not only the pathological but also the functional phenotypes of AD. This study provides the first in vivo evidence confirming
the potential therapeutic benefit of HSP70 for the prevention or treatment of AD.

Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized pathologically by the
accumulation of neurofibrillary tangles and senile plaques, the
latter of which are composed of amyloid-� peptide (A�), such as
A�40 and A�42 (Hardy and Selkoe, 2002; Mattson, 2004). To
generate A�, �-amyloid precursor protein (APP) is first cleaved
by �-secretase and then by �-secretase (Hardy and Selkoe, 2002;
Mattson, 2004). A� can be cleared from the brain via three main
pathways: degradation by enzymes, such as neprilysin, insulin-
degrading enzyme (IDE), and endothelin-converting enzyme 2
(ECE-2), phagocytosis by microglia and astrocytes, and transport
into the blood and lymph nodes (Miners et al., 2008; Zlokovic,
2008; Rodríguez et al., 2009). However, monomeric A� easily
self-assembles to form oligomers, protofibrils, and fibrils, and it
is now believed that less aggregated forms of A�, such as oligom-
ers and protofibrils, are more important than the highly aggre-
gated forms (Haass and Selkoe, 2007). Therefore, cellular factors

that affect the production and clearance of A� and/or oligomer-
ization of A� may be good targets for the development of drugs to
prevent or treat AD.

When cells are exposed to stressors, heat shock proteins
(HSPs) are induced, and the cellular upregulation of their expres-
sion, especially that of HSP70, provides resistance as the HSPs
refold or degrade denatured proteins produced by the stressors
(Morimoto and Santoro, 1998; Muchowski and Wacker, 2005).
Not only AD but also other neurodegenerative diseases display
aggregation of proteins, and overexpression of HSP70 (polyglu-
tamine diseases) or HSP104 (Parkinson’s disease) in animal
models suppresses the aggregation of each pathogenic protein
and ameliorates the corresponding disease symptoms (Adachi et
al., 2003; Katsuno et al., 2005; Muchowski and Wacker, 2005; Lo
Bianco et al., 2008). An increased level of expression of HSPs,
such as small HSPs and HSP70 in the brain of AD patients, has
been reported in a number of studies (Perez et al., 1991;
Muchowski and Wacker, 2005), with in vitro experiments sug-
gesting that expression of HSPs, in particular HSP70, could sup-
press the progression of AD (Magrané et al., 2004; Muchowski
and Wacker, 2005; Evans et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2007; Yoshiike
et al., 2008). In terms of in vivo studies, the effect of overexpres-
sion of HSPs on the pathogenesis of AD has not been examined in
vertebrate models. In this study, we investigated the effect of
overexpression of HSP70 on AD-related phenotypes, using trans-
genic mice expressing HSP70 and/or a mutant (Swedish) type of
APP (APPsw). Our results demonstrate that overexpression of
HSP70 suppresses not only the pathological phenotypes of AD
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but also the resultant cognitive deficits, possibly through its ef-
fects on antiaggregation, neuroprotection, and stimulation of A�
clearance.

Materials and Methods
Materials. Eagle’s minimal essential medium (EMEM) was obtained from
Nissui Pharmaceutical. A fluorescent substrate for �-secretase [H2N-Arg-
Glu-(EDANS)-Glu-Val-Asn-Leu-Asp-Ala-Glu-Phe-Lys-(DABCYL)-Arg-O]
was purchased from Calbiochem and that for �-secretase [Nma-Gly-Gly-
Val-Val-Ile-Ala-Thr-Val-Lys(Dnp)-D-Arg-D-Arg-D-Arg-NH2] and synthetic
A� were obtained from Peptide Institute. Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse
IgG, Neurobasal medium, B27, and an antibody to A� oligomer (A11) were
purchased from Invitrogen. Sandwich ELISA (sELISA) kit for A� oligomers
was obtained from Immunobiological Laboratories. An antibody to actin
was obtained from Santa Cruz. Fetal bovine serum (FBS), thioflavin-S, and
antibodies to the C-terminal fragment (CTF) of APP and synaptophysin
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. An antibody to A� (6E10) came from
Covance Research Products. An antibody to HSP70 was from Assay Designs,
and those against neuronal nuclei (NeuN) and presenilin 1 (PS1) were from
Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents. The RNeasy kit was obtained from
QIAGEN. PrimeScript first-strand cDNA Synthesis kit was from Ta-
kara Bio, and iQ SYBR Green Supermix was purchased from Bio-Rad.
ELISA kits for tumor necrosis factor-� (TNF-�), interleukin-1� (IL-
1�), and IL-6 were from Pierce. An ELISA kit for TGF-�1 was ob-
tained from R&D Systems. Sandwich ELISA kits for A�40 and A�42
and ara-C (cytarabine) were from Wako. Mounting medium for im-
munohistochemical analysis (VECTASHIELD) was from Vector Lab-
oratories. Mayer’s hematoxylin and mounting medium for
histological examination (malinol) were purchased from Muto Pure
Chemicals. The Envision kit was from Dako.

Animals. Transgenic mice that express APPsw (APP23, C57BL/6) were
a gift from Dr. M. Staufenbiel (Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Re-
search, Basel, Switzerland) (Sturchler-Pierrat et al., 1997). Transgenic
mice expressing HSP70 were gifts from Drs. C. E. Angelidis and G. N.
Pagoulatos (University of Ioannina, Ioannina, Greece) and crossed with
C57BL/6 wild-type mice (WT/WT) 10 times to generate WT/HSP70
mice (Tanaka et al., 2007). APP23 male mice were crossed with WT/
HSP70 female mice to generate APPsw/HSP70 mice. Parallel crosses were
made between APP23 mice and WT/WT mice to generate APPsw/WT
animals. All experiments in this study were done using female mice.

The experiments and procedures described here were performed in
accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals as
adopted and promulgated by the National Institutes of Health and were
approved by the Animal Care Committee of Kumamoto University.

Morris water maze test. The Morris water maze test was conducted in a
circular 90-cm-diameter pool filled with water at a temperature of 22.0 �
1°C, as described previously (Kobayashi et al., 2000; Huang et al., 2006),
with minor modifications. In the hidden platform test, a circular plat-
form (10 cm in diameter) was submerged 0.5 cm below water level.
Swimming paths were tracked for 60 s with a camera and stored in a
computer (Video Tracking System CompACT VAS/DV; Muromachi
kikai). The mice were given four trials (one block) per day for 7 consec-
utive days, during which the platform was left in the same position. The
time taken to reach the platform (escape latency) was measured, and the
average of four trials was determined.

Twenty-four hours after the last trial of the hidden platform test, the
mice were subjected to a transfer test in which the platform was removed,
and their swimming path was recorded for 60 s. Percentage search time
for each quadrant and crossing time in the area where the platform had
been located were determined.

sELISA for A� or A� oligomer and ELISA for cytokines. Cells were cul-
tured for 48 h, and the conditioned medium was subjected to sELISA for
A�, as described previously (Tomita et al., 1998b; Hoshino et al., 2007a).

A�40, A�42, and cytokine levels in the brain were determined as de-
scribed previously (Iwata et al., 2004). Briefly, the brain hemispheres
were homogenized in 50 mM Tris/HCl buffer, pH 7.6, containing 150 mM

NaCl, and then centrifuged. Guanidine/HCl (0.5 M, final concentration)
was added to the supernatants (soluble fractions). The precipitates were

solubilized by sonication in 6 M guanidine/HCl, after which the solubi-
lized pellet was centrifuged and the resulting supernatant diluted (insol-
uble fractions). The amount of A�40 and A�42 in each fraction was
determined by sELISA. An ELISA assay for A� oligomers or cytokines
was performed on the soluble fractions (but without guanidine/HCl),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Thioflavin-S staining and immunohistochemical analyses. The brain
hemispheres were fixed in 4% buffered paraformaldehyde and embed-
ded in paraffin before being cut into 4-�m-thick sections, which were
then deparaffinized and washed in PBS.

For thioflavin-S staining, sections were stained with 1% thioflavin-S
solution. Samples were mounted with malinol and inspected using a
BX51 microscope (Olympus). Fluorescence microscopic images at re-
gion (1.0 mm 2) in the hippocampus and cerebral cortex were used to
calculate the area stained with thioflavin-S using the LuminaVision (Mi-
tani). By determining the threshold optical density, we divided into
thioflavin-S-positive and -negative area and the percentage of thioflavin-
S-positive area to total area was determined. We prepared three sections
per mouse and calculated the average of values in three sections.

For immunohistochemical analysis to detect NeuN and HSP70, sec-
tions were incubated with 0.3% hydrogen peroxide in methanol for re-
moval of endogenous peroxidase. They were then blocked with 2.5% goat
serum for 10 min, and incubated for 12 h with antibody to NeuN (1:1000
dilution) or HSP70 (1:100 dilution) in the presence of 2.5% bovine
serum albumin (BSA), followed by incubation for 1 h with peroxidase-
labeled polymer conjugated to goat anti-mouse (for NeuN) or anti-
rabbit (for HSP70) Ig. 3,3�-Diaminobenzidine was applied to the
sections, which were then incubated with Mayer’s hematoxylin. Samples
were mounted with malinol and inspected using a BX51 microscope.
NeuN-positive cells in the pyramidal cell layer of the hippocampal CA3
region (within 500 �m from the edge of the dentate gyrus) were counted.
We prepared three sections per mouse and calculated the average of
values in three sections.

For immunohistochemical analysis to detect synaptophysin, sections
were blocked with 2.5% goat serum (v/v) for 10 min, incubated for 12 h
with antibody to synaptophysin (1:200 dilution) in the presence of 2.5%
BSA, and then incubated with Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse IgG.
Samples were mounted with VECTASHIELD and inspected with the aid
of a BX51 fluorescence microscope. Fluorescence intensity in area (100 �
150 �m) of the hippocampal CA3 region was determined using Lumi-
naVision and shown relative to fluorescence intensity in wild-type mice.
We prepared three sections per mouse and calculated the average of
values in three sections.

Immunoblotting analysis. Whole-cell extracts were prepared as de-
scribed previously (Hoshino et al., 2003). The protein concentration of
each sample was determined by the Bradford method (Bradford, 1976).
Samples were applied to SDS polyacrylamide gels (Tris/tricine gel for
detection of A�, CTF�, and CTF� or Tris/glycine gel for detection of
other proteins) and subjected to electrophoresis, after which proteins
were immunoblotted with each antibody.

A dot blotting assay for A� oligomer was performed on the soluble
fractions (but without guanidine/HCl), as described previously (Wang et
al., 2007). Proteins (4 �g) of soluble fractions were applied to nitrocel-
lulose membrane, after which proteins were detected with antibody
against A� oligomer (A11).

�- and �-secretase-mediated peptide cleavage assay. �- and �-secretase ac-
tivity was monitored as previously reported (Fukumoto et al., 2002; Farmery
et al., 2003). Solubilized membranes were incubated for 1 h at 37°C in 200 �l
of 50 mM acetate buffer, pH 4.1, containing 100 mM sodium chloride,
0.025% BSA, and 10 �M �-secretase fluorescent substrate or for 4 h at 37°C in
200 �l of 50 mM Tris/HCl buffer, pH 6.8, containing 2 mM EDTA, 0.25%
CHAPSO (3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-2-hydroxy-1-
propanesulfonate), and 10 �M �-secretase fluorescent substrate. Fluores-
cence was measured using a plate reader (Fluostar Galaxy; BMG Labtech)
with an excitation wavelength of 355 nm and an emission wavelength of 510
nm (for �-secretase) or 440 nm (for �-secretase).

Real-time reverse transcription-PCR analysis. Real-time reverse tran-
scription (RT)-PCR was performed as previously described (Mima et al.,
2005) with some modifications. Total RNA was extracted from the brain
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or cultured cells using an RNeasy kit according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Samples (1 �g of RNA) were reverse-transcribed using a first-
strand cDNA synthesis kit. Synthesized cDNA was used in real-time
RT-PCR (Chromo 4 instrument; Bio-Rad) experiments using iQ SYBR
GREEN Supermix, and then analyzed with Opticon Monitor Software.
Specificity was confirmed by electrophoretic analysis of the reaction
products and by inclusion of template- or reverse transcriptase-free con-
trols. To normalize the amount of total RNA present in each reaction,
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) cDNA was used
as an internal standard.

Primers were designed using the Primer3 website. The primers used were
as follows (name: forward primer, reverse primer): gapdh: 5�-aactttggcatt-
gtggaagg-3�, 5�-acacattgggggtaggaaca-3�; neprilysin: 5�-gcagcctcagccgaaac-
tac-3�, 5�-caccgtctccatgttgcagt-3�; ide: 5�-accaggaaatgttggctgtc-3�, 5�-tct-
gagaggggaactctcca-3�; ece-2: 5�-gctatgcccatgtacccagt-3�, 5�-tggcatccagagtac-
ccttc-3�; il-1�: 5�-gatcccaagcaatacccaaa-3�, 5�-ggggaactctgcagactcaa-3�; il-6:
5�-ctggagtcacagaaggagtgg-3�, 5�-ggtttgccgagtagatctcaa-3�; tnf-�: 5�-cgtcagc-
cgatttgctatct-3�, 5�-cggactccgcaaagtctaag-3�; tgf-�1: 5�-tgacgtcactggagtacgg-
3�, 5�-ggttcatgtcatggatggtgc-3�.

Cell culture. The primary culture of cortical neurons was done as de-
scribed previously (Saito et al., 2008). The cortex of embryonic day 15.5
mice was dissected. Neurons were spread in a buffer containing papain
and cultured at 5 � 10 4 cells cm �2 in Neurobasal medium containing
B27 and antibiotics on poly-D-lysine-coated dishes.

Primary cultures of microglia and astrocytes
were prepared as described previously (Kaup-
pinen and Swanson, 2005). The cortex of 1-d-
old mice was dissected. Cells were spread in a
buffer containing papain and DNase and cul-
tured at 1 � 10 6 cells cm �2 in EMEM contain-
ing 10 mM HEPES/KOH and 10% FBS for 2
weeks. Microglial cells were obtained by mildly
shaking and collecting the floating cells. For
preparation of astrocytes, cells were further in-
cubated in EMEM containing 10 mM HEPES/
KOH, 10% FBS, and 20 �M ara-C for 3 d to
induce microglial cell death.

Statistical analysis. All values are expressed as
the mean � SEM or SD. Two-way ANOVA
followed by Tukey’s test was used to evaluate
differences between more than three groups.
Student’s t test for unpaired results was used
for the evaluation of differences between two
groups. Differences were considered to be sig-
nificant for values of p � 0.05.

Results
Effect of overexpression of HSP70 on
cognitive function in transgenic mice
expressing APPsw
To examine the effect of overexpression of
HSP70 on the pathogenesis of AD, we used
transgenic mice expressing APPsw (APP23,
AD model mice) crossed to transgenic mice
that express human HSP70 under the con-
trol of the human �-actin promoter (Plum-
ier et al., 1995). The overexpression of
HSP70 in the mice has been demonstrated
in various organs, including the brain
(Plumier et al., 1997). We first confirmed
the expression of HSP70 in the brain by im-
munohistochemical analysis. As shown in
Figure 1A, a higher level of HSP70 expres-
sion was observed in various brain regions,
including the hippocampus and cerebral
cortex,intheHSP70transgenicmice(APPsw/
HSP70) at the age of 18 months when com-
pared with the control animals (WT/WT

and APPsw/WT). We also compared the level of HSP70 in various
parts of the brain by immunoblotting. Higher levels of HSP70 were
observed in all regions of the brain tested (hippocampus, cerebral
cortex, temporal cortex, diencephala, and cerebellar cortex) in the
APPsw/HSP70 mice at the age of 18 months than in the APPsw/WT
mice (Fig. 1B). Similar results were observed APPsw/HSP70 mice at
the age of 12 months (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

We then used a Morris water maze to examine the effect of
overexpression of HSP70 on spatial learning and memory. Four
strains of mice (WT/WT, WT/HSP70, APPsw/WT, and APPsw/
HSP70) were trained to learn the location of a hidden platform
four times per day for 7 d, and the time required to reach the
platform (escape latency) was measured. As shown in Figure 2A,
APPsw/WT mice took a significantly longer time than WT/WT
mice to reach the platform, a result that is consistent with previ-
ous reports (Van Dam et al., 2003) and suggests a deficiency in
spatial learning and memory in the former group. This impaired
ability of APPsw/WT mice to reach the hidden platform did not
reflect reduced swimming ability, as swimming speed and ability
to locate a visible platform were indistinguishable between the

Figure 1. Expression of HSP70 in the brain. A, B, Brains were removed from WT/WT, APPsw/WT, and APPsw/HSP70 mice at the
age of 18 months. A, Sections were prepared and subjected to immunohistochemical analysis with an antibody to HSP70. Scale bar,
500 �m. B, Brains were divided into fractions containing the hippocampus, cerebral cortex, temporal cortex, diencephala, and
cerebellar cortex. Whole-cell extracts were then prepared from each fraction and subjected to immunoblotting with an antibody to
HSP70 or actin. C, The band intensity of HSP70 was determined, corrected with that of actin, and expressed relative to the control
(n � 3). **p � 0.01. Error bars indicate SEM.
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four strains of mice (data not shown). APPsw/HSP70 mice took a
significantly shorter time to reach the platform than APPsw/WT
mice (Fig. 2A). Furthermore, there was no significant difference
in the escape latency between APPsw/HSP70 and WT/WT mice
or between WT/HSP70 and WT/WT mice (Fig. 2A). These re-
sults suggest that expression of APPsw leads to disturbances in
spatial learning and memory, an effect that can be ameliorated by
overexpression of HSP70.

We next performed a transfer test to estimate the spatial mem-
ory of platform location. After a 7 d training period (see above),
each mouse was subjected to a Morris water maze test in which
the platform was removed and the percentage search time for
each quadrant was measured. As shown in Figure 2B, the ratio of
time spent in the trained quadrant was lower for the APPsw/WT
group than for either the WT/WT or the APPsw/HSP70 mice.
Furthermore, the crossing time of the area where the platform
had been located, another indicator of spatial memory, was lower
in the APPsw/WT group than in the WT/WT and APPsw/HSP70
cohorts (Fig. 2C). Again, there was no significant difference in
these indices between WT/HSP70 and WT/WT mice (Fig. 2B,C).

These results confirm the notion that overexpression of HSP70
ameliorates the spatial memory deficits of transgenic mice ex-
pressing APPsw.

Effect of overexpression of HSP70 on A� accumulation and
neuronal and synaptic loss in transgenic mice expressing APPsw
The amounts of A�40 and A�42 in soluble and insoluble brain frac-
tions were compared between APPsw/HSP70 and APPsw/WT mice
by sELISA. As shown in Figure 3A, the levels of A�40 and A�42 in
both brain fractions were lower in the APPsw/HSP70 group than
in the APPsw/WT mice.

We then examined the effect of overexpression of HSP70 on
plaque deposition and neurotoxicity in APP23 mice. Because
plaque deposition and neurotoxicity (neuronal and synaptic loss)
were not observed in APP23 mice at the age of 12 months (data
not shown), we used mice at the age of 18 months. At first, we
compared the level of A� plaque deposition in the brain between
APPsw/HSP70 mice and APPsw/WT mice by thioflavin-S staining.
As shown in Figure 3, B and C, the level of A� plaque deposition in
both the hippocampus and the cerebral cortex was much lower in
the APPsw/HSP70 mice than in the APPsw/WT animals. Very little
A� plaque deposition was observed in WT/WT mice (Fig. 3B,C).

We then compared the number of neurons in the hippocam-
pal CA3 region of APPsw/HSP70 and APPsw/WT mice by NeuN
staining. As shown in Figure 3, D and E, the number of NeuN-
positive cells (neurons) was significantly higher in the WT/WT
and APPsw/HSP70 brain sections than in the APPsw/WT tissue,
suggesting that A�-induced neuronal loss was ameliorated by
overexpression of HSP70. We also estimated the number of
synapses based on synaptophysin staining. The level of synap-
tophysin staining was higher in sections from both WT/WT
and APPsw/HSP70 mice than from APPsw/WT mice (Fig.
3 F, G), indicating that overexpression of HSP70 suppresses
A�-induced synaptic loss. Together, the results in Figure 3
suggest that overexpression of HSP70 decreases the level of A�
and A� plaque deposition in the brain and protects it against
A�-induced neurotoxicity.

Effect of overexpression of HSP70 on the production and
oligomerization of A�
To understand the molecular mechanism governing the HSP70-
mediated decrease in levels of A� and A� plaque deposition, we
examined the effect of overexpression of HSP70 on the production
of A�. In general, production of A� is regulated by either modifica-
tion of APP or modulation of secretase activity. We first examined
the effect of overexpression of HSP70 on the maturation of APP, an
essential step in the production of A�. The mature (N- and
O-glycosylated) and immature (N-glycosylated alone) forms of APP
(mAPP and imAPP, respectively) can be separated by SDS-PAGE on
the basis of molecular weight (Tomita et al., 1998a). As shown in
Figure 4A, mAPP and imAPP were detected in transgenic mice ex-
pressing APPsw, and the total amount of APP and the ratio of mAPP
and imAPP were indistinguishable between APPsw/HSP70 mice
and APPsw/WT animals. We also found that overexpression of
HSP70 did not affect the level of PS1 (Fig. 4A).

Next, we tested the notion that overexpression of HSP70 af-
fects production of A� through modulation of secretase activity
by comparing the amount of CTFs, the secreted forms of APP
that are generated by � or �-secretase (CTF� or CTF�, respec-
tively, known as an indirect index of the secretase activity), between
APPsw/HSP70 and APPsw/WT mice. Under our experimental
conditions, we could not detect the band of CTF�. As shown in
Figure 4B, CTF� and CTF� were detected in transgenic mice ex-

Figure 2. Effects of overexpression of HSP70 on spatial learning and memory in transgenic
mice expressing APPsw. Cognitive behavioral tests were performed, using the Morris water
maze, on 12-month-old WT/WT (n � 17), WT/HSP70 (n � 9), APPsw/WT (n � 17), and
APPsw/HSP70 mice (n � 16) as described in Materials and Methods. The average (4 tests)
escape latency in each trial block was measured for 7 d (A), after which the mice were subjected
to a transfer test in which the platform was removed. B, C, The spatial memory for a platform
location was estimated by percentage search time for each quadrant (the platform had been
located in the “trained” quadrant) (B) or platform crossing times (C). Values are given as
mean � SEM. **p � 0.01, *p � 0.05, versus APPsw/WT mice; ##p � 0.01, #p � 0.05, versus
WT/WT mice.
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Figure 3. Effects of HSP70 overexpression on A� levels, A� plaque deposition, and neuronal and synaptic loss in the brain of transgenic mice expressing APPsw. A, Soluble and insoluble fractions
were prepared from the brains of 12-month-old APPsw/WT (n � 14) and APPsw/HSP70 mice (n � 8). The amounts of A�40 and A�42 in each fraction were determined by sELISA as described in
Materials and Methods. B, D, F, Brain sections were prepared from 18-month-old APPsw/WT (n � 10), APPsw/HSP70 (n � 8), and WT/WT mice (n � 8), and then subjected to thioflavin-S staining
(B) and immunohistochemical analysis with an antibody to NeuN (D) or synaptophysin (F ). Scale bars: B, 200 �m; D, 100 �m; F, 50 �m. C, E, G, Relative area stained with thioflavin-S (C), number
of NeuN-positive cells in hippocampal CA3 region (E), and relative fluorescence intensity (synaptophysin) in hippocampal CA3 region (G) (3 sections per brain) were determined. Values are given as
mean � SEM. **p � 0.01; *p � 0.05.
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pressing APPsw, and the amounts of CTF�
and CTF� were indistinguishable between
the APPsw/HSP70 and APPsw/WT mice.
We then directly measured �- and �-secre-
tase activity, using the APP-derived fluores-
cent substrate of each secretase (Hoshino et
al., 2009). As shown in Figure 4C, the activ-
ity was indistinguishable between the
APPsw/HSP70 and APPsw/WT groups.
These results suggest that overexpression of
HSP70 does not affect the production of A�.

To test this idea in vitro, we prepared
primary cultures of neurons from APPsw/
HSP70 and APPsw/WT mice and com-
pared the level and modification of APP in
the cells, as well as the level of A�40 and
A�42 in the culture medium. We also
confirmed the overexpression of HSP70
in primary neurons prepared from APPsw/
HSP70 mice (Fig. 4D). As shown in Figure
4, D and E, no significant differences were
observed in the total amount of APP, the
ratio of mAPP and imAPP, and the levels
of A�40 and A�42 in the primary neuro-
nal cultures between the APPsw/HSP70
and APPsw/WT groups, supporting the
idea that overexpression of HSP70 does
not affect the production of A�.

We then compared the level of A� oli-
gomer in the brain of APPsw/HSP70 and
APPsw/WT mice by immunoblotting analy-
sis. As shown in Figure 5, A and B, not only
the level of A� monomer but also that of
A� oligomers (dimer, trimer, and hex-
amer) was lower in the APPsw/HSP70 an-
imals. The decrease in the level of A�
oligomer in the brain of APPsw/HSP70
was confirmed by ELISA assay for A� oli-
gomer (Fig. 5C) and dot-blotting assay
with antibody that specifically recognizes
oligomer form of A� (A11) (Fig. 5D,E).
The specificity of this antibody (A11) to
A� oligomer was suggested by the obser-
vation that this antibody did not give
positive signals against samples from wild-
type mice (without expression of APPsw)
(supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemen-
tal material).

We then examined the colocalization of Hsp70 with APP, A�,
A� oligomer, and A� plaque. Intracellular colocalization of
HSP70 with APP and A� was observed (supplemental Fig. 3A,C,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). How-
ever, extracellular colocalization of HSP70 with A� plaque was
not observed so clearly (supplemental Fig. 3B,D, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The intracellular
colocalization of HSP70 with A� oligomer was also observed in
both hippocampus and cerebral cortex (supplemental Fig. 3E,F,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Effect of overexpression of HSP70 on the expression of genes
involving A� clearance
As described in Introduction, degradation by enzymes and phago-
cytosis by microglia and astrocytes are involved in the clearance of

A� (Miners et al., 2008). We therefore next compared the expression
of genes involved in this process. Real-time RT-PCR analysis of brain
samples revealed that the mRNA expression of ide, but not that of
neprilysin or ece-2, was higher in the APPsw/HSP70 mice than in the
APPsw/WT animals (Fig. 6A). The upregulation of mRNA expres-
sion of ide by overexpression of HSP70 was also observed in wild-
type mice (without expression of APPsw) (supplemental Fig. 4,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). We also
examined the effect of overexpression of HSP70 on the mRNA ex-
pression of ide in primary cultures of neurons, astrocytes, and mi-
croglia. As shown in Figure 6B, the mRNA expression of ide was
higher in primary astrocyte and microglial cultures prepared from
APPsw/HSP70 mice than in those from APPsw/WT mice. In con-
trast, no significant difference was seen in the neuronal cultures (Fig.
6B). These results suggest that the upregulation of ide expression is
involved in the decrease in the level of A� observed in the brain of
APPsw/HSP70 mice.

Figure 4. Effects of HSP70 overexpression on the production of A�. A–C, Whole-cell extracts (A, B) and membrane fractions (C)
were prepared from the brains of 12-month-old WT/WT, WT/HSP70, APPsw/WT, and APPsw/HSP70 mice. Whole-cell extracts
were subjected to immunoblotting with an antibody to APP (A, B), HSP70 (A), PS1 (A), or actin (A). Membrane fractions were
subjected to a �- or �-secretase-mediated peptide cleavage assay as described in Materials and Methods [APPsw/WT (n � 10)
and APPsw/HSP70 mice (n � 8)]. Values are given as mean � SEM. n.s., Not significant (C). D, E, Primary neurons prepared from
APPsw/WT mice (n � 3) and APPsw/HSP70 mice (n � 3) were incubated for 7 d. Whole-cell extracts were prepared and subjected
to immunoblotting with an antibody to APP, HSP70, or actin (D). After incubation for 48 h, the amounts of A�40 and A�42 in the
conditioned medium were determined by sELISA. Values are given as mean � SD. n.s., Not significant (E).
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It has been suggested that inflammation stimulates the pro-
gression of the pathogenesis of AD (Wyss-Coray, 2006). How-
ever, inflammation also activates the phagocytotic activity of
microglia and astrocytes, resulting in stimulation of A� clearance
(Wyss-Coray et al., 2001). Thus, the relationship between inflam-
mation and progression of AD is complicated, with some proin-
flammatory cytokines (such as TNF-�) being suggested to
promote the progression of AD, whereas others (such as IL-1�
and IL-6) have a negative effect in mouse models of the disease
(Tesseur et al., 2006; He et al., 2007; Hoshino et al., 2007b; Shaftel
et al., 2007). TGF-�1, a key cytokine regulating the response of
the brain to injury and inflammation, has also been suggested to
suppress the progression of AD. Therefore, we then examined the
expression of cytokines that have been suggested to affect the
phagocytosis of A� (IL-1�, IL-6, TNF-�, and TGF-�1) (Wyss-
Coray et al., 2001; Tesseur et al., 2006; He et al., 2007; Hoshino et
al., 2007b; Shaftel et al., 2007). As shown in Figure 7A, the mRNA
expression of tgf-�1 in the brain was higher in the APPsw/HSP70
mice than in APPsw/WT animals. However, no differences were
observed in the mRNA expression of the other cytokines (Fig.
7A). Similar results were obtained at the protein level, as judged
by ELISA (Fig. 7B). The increased mRNA expression of tgf-�1
and protein level of TGF-�1 by overexpression of HSP70 was also
observed in wild-type mice (without expression of APPsw) (sup-
plemental Fig. 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material).

We also examined the effect of overexpression of HSP70 on
the mRNA expression of tgf-�1 in primary cultures of neurons,
astrocytes, and microglia. As shown in Figure 7C, tgf-�1 mRNA
expression was higher in the neuron and astrocyte cultures pre-

pared from APPsw/HSP70 mice than in
those from APPsw/WT animals. However,
no such difference was observed in the mi-
croglial cultures (Fig. 7C). Together, these
findings suggest that the higher expression
of tgf-�1 is responsible for the lower level of
A� seen in the brains of APPsw/HSP70
mice, compared with their APPsw/WT
counterparts.

Finally, we examined the effect of over-
expression of HSP70 on microglial activa-
tion by immunohistochemical analysis with
an antibody against Iba1 (a marker for acti-
vated microglia). As shown in supplemental
Figure 5 (available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material), the level of Iba1 ex-
pression was higher in APPsw/HSP70 mice
than APPsw/WT, suggesting that expres-
sion of HSP70 activates microglia in APP23
mice.

Discussion
HSPs have attracted considerable atten-
tion as AD drug targets because of their
unique properties as molecular chaper-
ones (i.e., their ability to unfold and refold
abnormal proteins). Other activities of
HSPs in vitro, such as cytoprotection against
A� neurotoxicity, suppression of inflamma-
tion, and stimulation of A� phagocytosis,
have increased this attention. Furthermore,
the ameliorative effect of HSPs has also been
suggested in the case of other neurodegen-
erative conditions, such as polyglutamine

diseases and Parkinson’s disease (Adachi et al., 2003; Katsuno et al.,
2005; Lo Bianco et al., 2008). Despite this, no in vivo evidence exists
to support the idea that HSPs are protective in vertebrate AD mod-
els. Therefore, in this study, we tested this idea using transgenic
mouse strains expressing APPsw and HSP70.

Because AD results in cognitive impairment, it is important to
find endogenous factors that affect not only the pathological but
also the functional (cognitive) phenotypes in the animal models.
This notion is supported by previous reports that some endoge-
nous factors ameliorate cognitive dysfunction in AD model mice
without affecting the pathological phenotypes (such as A� plaque
deposition) (Roberson et al., 2007; Kanninen et al., 2009). In the
present study, we found that APPsw/HSP70 mice display a higher
level of cognitive function (spatial learning and memory) than
APPsw/WT mice, suggesting that overexpression of HSP70 ame-
liorates the deficits in spatial learning and memory caused by
expression of APPsw. Furthermore, we demonstrated that no
significant differences in spatial learning and memory exist
between WT/WT and WT/HSP70 mice, suggesting that over-
expression of HSP70 does not affect the cognitive ability of
wild-type mice.

We also found that there are lower levels of A� in both the
soluble and insoluble fractions of APPsw/HSP70 brains than in
those prepared from APPsw/WT mice, suggesting that overex-
pression of HSP70 suppresses production of A�. However, no
such differences were observed in the levels of CTF� and CTF�,
indicators of proteolysis by �- or �-secretase, respectively. Fur-
thermore, the activities of �- and �-secretase in the brain were also
indistinguishable between the two strains of mice. These in vivo re-

Figure 5. Effects of HSP70 overexpression on the levels of A� oligomers in the brains of transgenic mice expressing APPsw.
A–E, Whole-cell extracts (A, B) or soluble fractions (C–E) were prepared from the brains of 12-month-old APPsw/WT and APPsw/
HSP70 mice, and then subjected to immunoblotting with an antibody to A� (6E10) (A), ELISA for A� oligomer [APPsw/WT (n �
5) and APPsw/HSP70 mice (n � 5)] (C), or dot-blotting assay with an antibody against A� oligomer (A11) (D). The band intensity
of APP and each form of A� was determined, corrected with that of actin, and expressed relative to the control [APPsw/WT (n �
4) and APPsw/HSP70 mice (n � 4)] (B). The dot intensity was determined and expressed relative to the control (APP in APPsw/WT
mice) [APPsw/WT (n � 5) and APPsw/HSP70 mice (n � 5)] (E). Values are given as mean � SEM (B, C, E). **p � 0.01; *p � 0.05.
n.s., Not significant.
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sults suggest that overexpression of HSP70
does not affect the production of A�. In fact,
we showed that the level of A� in the condi-
tioned medium was similar between
HSP70-overexpressing neurons and control
neurons. Inflammatory factors, such as
PGE2 (prostaglandin E2) and proinflamma-
tory cytokines, are known to enhance the
production of A� (Wyss-Coray, 2006;
Hoshino et al., 2007b, 2009), and the antiin-
flammatory activity of HSP70 has recently
been reported (Chan et al., 2004; Sun et al.,
2005; Tang et al., 2007). However, since ex-
pression of proinflammatory cytokines was
not affected by overexpression of HSP70 ei-
ther in vivo or in vitro, the antiinflammatory
activity of HSP70 does not appear to con-
tribute to the ameliorative effect of HSP70
in AD model mice.

As described in Introduction, A� is
cleared from the brain through enzyme-
mediated degradation, phagocytosis by
microglia and astrocytes, and transport
into the blood and lymph nodes (Miners
et al., 2008; Zlokovic, 2008; Rodríguez et
al., 2009). The inability of HSP70 to affect
the production of A� suggests that the
clearance of A� is enhanced in transgenic
mice expressing HSP70. We found that
the expression of IDE, an A�-degrading
enzyme, is enhanced by overexpression of
HSP70 both in vitro and in vivo. We also
demonstrated that the expression of TGF-�1
is increased by overexpression of HSP70.
Given that it has been reported that TGF-�1
stimulates A� clearance through activation
of phagocytic microglia (Wyss-Coray et al.,
2001) and we here suggested that overex-
pression of HSP70 activates microglia, we
consider that the lower level of A� observed
in the brains of transgenic mice expressing
HSP70 is attributable to the stimulation of
A� clearance through upregulation of ex-
pression of IDE and TGF-�1. In terms of the
mechanism underpinning the upregulation
of TGF-�1 expression because of overex-
pression of HSP70, we consider a possibility
that extracellular HSP70 is responsible, as it
has previously been reported that extracel-
lular HSP70 stimulates the expression of
TGF-�1 (Kimura et al., 1998).

However, there is no direct evidence to
show that lower levels of A� in mice with
overexpression of HSP70 is mediated by
A�-degrading enzyme and TGF-�1, and
thus another mechanism may be involved
in the phenomenon. For example, Hsp70
might increase the degradation of A� by
stimulating autophagy or Hsp70 might
directly modulate the activity of microglia
to degrade A�.

The current findings show that the
level of A� plaque deposition in the brain

Figure 6. Effects of HSP70 overexpression on the expression of A�-degrading enzymes. A, B, Total RNA was extracted from the
brains of 12-month-old APPsw/WT (n � 10) and APPsw/HSP70 mice (n � 8) (A) or from primary cultures of neurons, astrocytes
and microglia prepared from WT/WT (n � 3) and WT/HSP70 mice (n � 3) (B). RNA samples were subjected to real-time RT-PCR
using a specific primer for each gene. Values were normalized to gapdh gene expression and expressed relative to the control
sample. Values are given as mean � SEM (A) or SD (B). **p � 0.01; *p � 0.05; n.s., not significant.

Figure 7. Effects of HSP70 overexpression on cytokine expression. A, B, Total RNA (A) or whole-cell extracts (B) were prepared
from the brains of 12-month-old APPsw/WT (n � 10) and APPsw/HSP70 mice (n � 8). C, Total RNA was also extracted from
primary culture of neurons, astrocytes, and microglia prepared from WT/WT (n � 3) and WT/HSP70 mice (n � 3). RNA samples
were subjected to real-time RT-PCR as described in the legend of Figure 6 (A, C). The amounts of cytokine in the whole-cell extracts
were determined by ELISA (B). Values are given as mean � SEM (A, B) or SD (C). *p � 0.05. n.s., Not significant.
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is reduced in APPsw/HSP70 mice compared with APPsw/WT
animals. We also found that the level of A� oligomers is lower in
the APPsw/HSP70 mouse brain. One explanation of these phe-
notypes is the lower level of monomeric A� in the APPsw/HSP70
mice than in the APPsw/WT animals. However, we believe that
the antiaggregation activity of HSP70 for A� that was suggested
by previous in vitro studies (Muchowski and Wacker, 2005; Evans
et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2007; Yoshiike et al., 2008) is involved in
these phenotypes. We also found that APPsw/HSP70 mice have
less neuronal and synaptic loss than their APPsw/WT counter-
parts. Again, the phenotype can be explained by the lower level of
A�. However, we consider that the cytoprotective activity of
HSP70 against A�-induced neuronal apoptosis that was sug-
gested by previous in vitro studies (Magrané et al., 2004) is in-
volved in the phenotype.

As outlined in Introduction, the beneficial effects of HSP70 in
animal models of various diseases suggest the potential therapeu-
tic benefit of HSP70 inducers for these conditions (Tanaka et al.,
2007, 2010; Asano et al., 2009; Suemasu et al., 2009; Matsuda et
al., 2010; Yamashita et al., 2010), a possibility that can now be
expanded to include AD based on the results of the present study.
A number of recent studies have revealed new molecules that
induce HSPs (Kieran et al., 2004; Westerheide et al., 2004; Yan et
al., 2004). However, the development of new candidate drugs
requires them to pass through the clinical trials process, with the
prospect of encountering side effects. In light of this, we have
focused our attention on geranylgeranylacetone (GGA). GGA, a
leading antiulcer drug on the Japanese market, has been reported
to be a nontoxic HSP inducer (Hirakawa et al., 1996). GGA has
also been shown to upregulate the expression of HSP70 in various
tissues, including the stomach, intestine, liver, heart, eye, ear,
skin, lung, and brain (Hirakawa et al., 1996; Ooie et al., 2001;
Katsuno et al., 2005; Asano et al., 2009). We and another group
have previously reported that GGA suppresses not only gastric
lesions but also lesions of the small intestine and inflammatory
bowel disease-related colitis (Ohkawara et al., 2005; Asano et al.,
2009; Suemasu et al., 2009). Furthermore, we have demonstrated
that GGA ameliorates the phenotype in an animal model of spinal
and bulbar muscular atrophy (a polyglutamine disease) by sup-
pressing the aggregation of pathogenic proteins (Katsuno et al.,
2005). Compared with new molecules that induce HSPs, GGA
has an advantage, given that its safety has already been clinically
demonstrated. We therefore consider that animal and clinical
studies should be performed to prove the effectiveness of GGA
for preventing and treating AD.
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